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an M.A. in Painting and an M.F.A. in Printmaking, the last received from
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Marilyn Kallet, a professor of English at the University of Tennessee,
judged this year's poetry category. She has written five books, A
House of Gathering, Honest Simplicity in William Carlos Williams'
"Asphodel, that Greeny Flower", In the Great Night, Last Love Poems of
Paul Eluard and Devils Live So Near, and, in 1988, won the Tennessee
Arts Commission Literary Fellowship in
poetry.
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and is on the board of directors of the Tennessee Writers Alliance.
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Don Morgan, Bad Hair Day (Self-Portrait)

left his pennies and ran to the middle of the block.
A small crowd of neighbors, mostly children, was

SECOND

gathering there.

PLACE

In the center of the crowd a young man had

fiction

gotten out of his white '61 Chevy Impala and stood
looking at the pavement in horrified shock. There in
front of the car was four-year-old Michael Giordano.
His six-year-old brother Joey looked on.
Blood poured out of Michael's head onto
the pavement. Just then, a White-uniformed home
care nurse ran out of old Mr. and Mrs. Petrillo's

Thirteen-year-old Tommy Lupino stood on
the sidewalk in front of the brown brick, six-story

house next door to the church rectory. She sat in

apartment house on the comer of Mahan Avenue

the street and placed Michael's head on her lap,

and Middletown Road, pitching pennies against the

trying to staunch the flow of blood. Someone had

wall. He wore a white, brown, and yellow polo

called an ambulance, and soon Mrs. Giordano ran

shirt, a pair of blue jeans patched at the knees, dirty

out of her house screaming "My baby! My baby!"

white Keds sneakers, and his father's old Brooklyn

She tried to grab Michael, but Father Kelly and

Dodgers baseball cap backwards on his head.

Father O'Brian, who'd arrived at the scene a moment

Pennies jingled in his pocket. It was a close and hot

earlier, restrained her, dragging her back into the

August afternoon, and already he could smell the

house.
Tommy looked around at the crowd. He

odor of spaghetti sauce wafting out of a first-story
window. He knew that if he kept pitching pennies

saw his pals Peter and Lawrence De Leo and Maria

long enough, a neighbor kid would challenge him

Joyce, who was in his grade at Our Lady of the

and maybe he would win a few ext@ pennies fair

Assumption Catholic School. Mrs. Murray from

and square.

down the block stood by, and so did Jean Delaney
and her children Chrissy and Maryanne.

Suddenly a bald, middle-aged man stuck his

"Come on, you kids. Go home-you

head out a window, shook his fist, and yelled "I told
you lousy kids to quit playing games in front of this

shouldn't be watching this,· said one of the moth-

building. It bothers the tenants. Now get outa

ers.

here!·

But the children's eyes were riveted on the
nurse and dying child. By this time, the police had

It was Mr. Blumenhof, the superintendent of
the building. Tommy knew he was Jewish, like

arrived, and the man whose car had hit the boy was

some of the tenants in his building-the Lipschitzes,

sobbing uncontrollably. He fell to his knees and

Swartzes, and Greenes. "They'll never get to

shouted, "I didn't see him! God Help me, I didn't

heaven,· Tommy thought smugly to himself.

see him! Jesus help me!· he shouted as he dis-

"Aw, quityouryammin'-l'm goin'! I'm

solved into a mass of hysterical tears, his body

goin'!" Tommy yelled back.

trembling.
"I saw da whole ding,· said Bobby O'Brian,

It wasn't the first time Mr. Blumenhof had
chased him away. But where the hell else was there

the thirteen-year-old nephew of the priest.

for a thirteen-year-old kid to play on a hot summer

"Michael, he chased da ball into da street. I saw it.

afternoon in the Bronx?

He didn't know what hit 'im, • he told the police.
There wasn't much more to be done while

Tommy had started picking up his loose
pennies when he heard the screech of car brakes

they waited for the ambulance to arrive. By now,

and the loud thud of a car striking a hard object. He

the nurse's uniform was colored a deep scarlet. She
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remained sitting in a pool of blood in the middle of

Lawrence said Michael had rich man's
blood-it had been thick and frothy. "What the hell

the street, with Michael's head on her lap.

do you know about rich man's blood?" challenged

Finally the ambulance arrived. Michael's
limp, bloody body was placed on a stretcher and

Tommy. They stood in the street and watched as

carried away into the ambulance. More police

Dolores O'Brian tried to hose down the blood-

came and placed blockades made of sawhorses

stained spot on the pavement where Michael had

and plastic yellow streamers around the scene of

died.

the accident. The whole neighborhood later found

"Whadya have to do to get rid of this

out that Michael was dead upon arrival at the hospi-

gocldamned spot?· she said, cigarette hanging from

tal.

her mouth.
School began again as it did every year right

Like the other children there, Tommy could
not tear himself away from the scene. If a little

after Labor Day. Michael's name was never again

squirt like Michael could die, I could die too. And

mentioned in Tommy's household. "You just forget

right down the street from the church, he thought to

about these things and go on,· his mother said.
But Tommy would never forget. Tommy still

himself.

saw red.

When Tommy finally went home to dinner

The school year progressed reasonably well.

that night, he saw his mother had cooked Virginia
ham, his favorite, with all the cloves sticking out and

Now that Tommy was an altar boy at Our Lady of the

a sweet pineapple gravy. There were also com

Assumption Church, he had received a fair amount

fritters with maple syrup, and some peas.

of immunity from the wrath of his eighth-grade
teacher, Sister Damien. Even at home he was pun-

"Tommy, ain't you gonna eat? I fixed your
favorite,· said his mother.

ished much less frequently-after all, he was helping to do the Lord's work. Little did any adult know

"You better eat,· said his father. "There won't

that he and Lawrence stole and drank consecrated

be nothin' left later. The hand is quicker than the
eye.·

wine from the sacristy while cleaning up after mass.
Time passed quickly for Tommy between

"I'm not hungry,· said Tommy. "Ya knowMichael. •

intramural sports at the YMCA, a paper route delivering the Bronx Home News, serving as an altar boY,

"I wish to Goel you'd never watched that.
I'm glad Angela had the good sense to stay inside,·

and visiting Aunt Peg for a couple of weeks in the

said his mother.

summer at her cottage in upstate New York.

"These things happen. What are you gonna

Tommy knew that whatever happened, he
could always talk to Aunt Peg. Aunt Peg would

do? People die every day,· added his father.

always be his champion. During the school year

"But only old people, not little kids younger

Tommy walked with Aunt Peg to school as she

than me!" shouted Tommy.

walked to church. Tommy idolized Aunt Peg

"That's enough,· said his father. "Let's change
the subject. So how you think the Dodgers are

because she was the only adult in his life who took

gonna.do in the Series this year?"

him seriously.
There was always an aura of mystery sur-

At that, Tommy pushed himself away from
the table and ran to his room crying.

rounding Aunt Peg. Now that she was back home
in the Bronx, Great Aunt Margaret, known as Aunt

"What'd I say?" his father asked, looking
askance at his wife.

Peg to all her goclchildren, winded her way to eight
o'clock mass along with a legion of middle-aged

"Just leave 'im alone. He'll be all right,· said
his mother. "Finish your supper, Angela, then help

and elderly Italian matrons. They appeared as an

me wash up.·

army dressed in widow's weeds-black blouses
4

with black shawls over them, black skirts with black

along with her nine half-siblings, was Italian, and the

hose, and black lace-up pumps. They all wore

family had lived in Pelham Bay for many years.

black lace mantillas to cover their heads properly for
church.
Margaret was neither a widow nor a wife,

Margaret was great with the church, going to
mass every morning of the week, receiving Holy
Communion, and spending all her time knitting

nor Italian, for that matter. She was a sixty-year-old

sweaters for the pagan babies abroad and collect-

spinster. The man who raised her as his own child,

ing tins of food for the less fortunate parishioners of

One dark November afternoon he was

her own church. She was a woman to be admired

collecting payment from the subscribers who lived

for her piety, devotion, and good works.
The only way Margaret deviated from her

in Mr. Blumenhofs six-story apartment house, where

image as a living saint was in the large purse she

he used to pitch pennies. He found some custom-

always carried with her. It was a large black carpet

ers in, some out, and some pretending to be out.

bag. Those who were closely acquainted with

He'd have to come back tomorrow.
He knocked on the Lipschitzs' door. Nine-

Margaret knew that her purse carried more than lace
hankies and grooming utensils. They claimed that

teen-year-old Naomi Lipschitz lived there with her

inside the purse Margaret always carried with her

mother and grandmother. The neighborhood boys

was a petrified pygmy. When Tommy walked with

would tease Naomi when they saw her on the

Aunt Peg she let him carry the bag.

street, by saying, "If your Lipschitz, my ass talks.·
The other boys thought this was very funny, but

The story went that many years ago when
Margaret was still a fresh-faced young girl she

Tommy felt sorry for Naomi. She hadn't chosen her

became involved with a group of Dominican Catho-

last name. The boys also said Naomi was a bastard

lic missionaries. Young Father Moore was so im-

and a whore.
When he knocked on the Lipschitz apart-

pressed with Margaret's devotion to his cause of
saving pagan babies in the rain forests of Brazil that

ment door, Naomi peered through the little peep-

before he returned to South America he gifted her

hole, then opened it. "If you're here to collect for

with the pygmy, one of the few worldly goods he

the paper, you'll have to come back tomorrow.

owned.

Mom and Nana are out and I don't got any money.

And now, more than forty years later, Marga-

But hey, why don't you come in and have a Coke?·
Tommy went in. "Thanks,· he said, looking

ret still carried the pygmy with her. Whether it was a
reminder to her of Father,Moore, of his cause to

around the small but neat apartment.
"Here,· Naomi handed him a Coke, and said,

save the pagan babies, or perhapsa symbol to her
of the baby she'd never had, no one knew. But

"Would you like to listen to some Elvis Presley 45's?

there she was, walking to church every morning,

I have every record he ever made.·

carrying her treasure, or letting Tommy carry it,

"Sure,· said Tommy. He watched Naomi as

holding her head high, joining the legions of pious

she stacked a few records on the Hi-Fi. She moved

widows and matrons dressed in black, the ones

gracefully, and he admired her beehive hair-do and

who were sure that in heaven a place had been

her dark brown eyes. She looked pretty in her

reserved for them.

beige mohair sweater and brown wool sk
kirt-

Now that he was back home in the Bronx,

sophisticated, grown-up. He couldn't tell she was a

Tommy felt that the end of the summer wasn't that

whore or a bastard just from looking at her.

bad after all. After many days of playing stickball

"Hey, have a cigarette.· Naomi took two

and ringelevio in the school yard, Tommy was ready

cigarettes from her pack of Marlboros. She put

to attend Cardinal Cooke's Academy for Young Men

them both in her mouth, and lit them off her lighter.

in Throg's Neck. Every weekday morning he took a

"Here," she said, handing one to Tommy.

city bus to and from school. In the afternoons after

Tommy was beginning to feel a little funny

school he delivered the Bronx Home News on his

between the Coke, the cigarette, EMs Presley's

bicycle to neighborhood subscribers. A couple of

"Jail house Rock,· and Naomi's tight sweater and

days a week he'd have to go around to his custom-

long-stockinged legs.

ers and collect payment. It was frustrating, because

"Wanna dance?· she said, reaching out her

he never knew when he was sure to find his cus-

arms to him. Tommy was reluctant.

tomers at home.
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Naomi was the best thing that had ever

"Aw, come on."She took his hands in hers
and pulled him up from the old couch. They

happened to him. The love he felt for Naomi made

danced awkwardly. Naomi put her arms around

up for some of the traumas of his childhood and the

Tommy's neck. She began kissing him. He felt light-

indifference of his parents.

headed and thought he would faint. The rest was

"I like you, Tommy. You're a pal. You're a

just a blur of sensations to him-buttons unbut-

good lay. But you're a kid. That's all,· said Naomi.

toned, zippers unzipped. This was every fifteen-

"But we've made love together--often.I
don't understand.·

year-old boy's dream.
The next thing Tommy knew, Naomi stood

"You don't need to understand. But this is

up from the couch and said, "Get your clothes on.

the last time. TommY, I think I'm pregnant,· she said.

Mom and Nana will be back any minute:

"It's been fun but it's over. I can't let anyone know I

Tommy spent a couple of afternoons a week

got knocked up by a fourteen-year-old kid."

in Naomi's apartment while her mother and grand-

Now Tommy felt desperate. A child-his

mother were out. He and Naomi would drink

and Naomi's. He'd quit school and get a job. He'd

Cokes, smoke cigarettes, listen to Elvis Presley

take responsibility for his actions. "Marry me,

records, but mainly have sex, either on the living

Naomi,· he said.

room couch or in one of the twin beds in the

Naomi just laughed. "Are you for real? Not

bedroom Naomi shared with her grandmother.

only are you too young and stupid, but you're

One time, after having sex, Tommy blurted

Catholic and I'm Jewish and I'm a bastard and some

out, "I love you, Naomi!"

say I'm a whore. Tommy, grow up. This is my

"Youjerk!"she said. "This isn't about love.·

problem, not yours. I'll handle it.·

"Then what?" said Tommy, puzzled and hurt.

They started putting their clothes on.

Charles Fontaine, Leprosy-Mental Mutilation
7

His parents had been angry. After all, hadn't he

"Naomi, you could convert. And I don't
care if you never had a father. But I don't want that

been named after Saint Thomas Aquinas, patron

to happen to our kid.·

saint of Catholic school and scholars? But his

"It gets better and better, don't it? Save

studies were the least important matter in his mind

yourself, Tommy. I don't need saving. Now get

now. So what if he didn't make straight P.:s? Loving

lost.·

Naomi had felt more important. Now his parents
Alone in the elevator, Tommy was over-

wanted him to quit his job as a paperboy and

whelmed with feelings. There would be no more

spend his afternoons studying. What a mess his life

afternoons with Naomi. No more relief from the

was now! There was no one who would under-

sadness and emptiness he felt in his young life.

stand what he was going through, particularly not

He realized his grades had been slipping.

his parents. He had been so stupid, so naive. He'd

Andy Walker, Indian Princess
8

felt so sophisticated and grown-up. But now he

many.... And I too got pregnant as a young girl.

knew. He was just a kid.

But I had an abortion to avoid the pain and the

By the time he got to the ground floor, he felt

shame. After that, I couldn't marry a man in good

sad and confused. He felt like vomiting. Who

faith, knowing I was not a virgin and could give him

could possibly understand his loss and despera-

no children.
"But Thomas, I let it go. I felt hurt and angry,

tion? Angela was too young.
Then all of a sudden he knew. He'd go to

but I let it go. I let it all go but for this . . .. •

see Aunt Peg. She was probably at church as usual.

She picked up the big black purse that she

Tommy unlocked his bicycle from the pole in front

always carried with her. "The man, the priest I

of the apartment house and pedaled as fast as

loved, gave me this. Now I don't need it any-

possible to the church. As he went in the side

more-but you do. In this bag is a baby-a symbol

door, he touched the font of holy water and made

of love and life and freedom. This baby can be the

the sign of the cross.

child you will never know. Love and honor it as if it
is your own child.·

He saw Aunt Peg, wearing her usual black
outfit, changing the flowers at Our Lady's altar in the

Stunned and grateful, Tommy took the purse.

small chapel at the left side of the church. When

It was heavy. Then he kissed Aunt Peg's wrinkled

she saw Tommy, she said softly, "I'll just be a few

cheeks and went home.

more minutes.·

Luckily his Mom, Dad, and Angela had gone

Tommy knelt in a pew. "Why, God, why?· he

to the school auditorium to play bingo. Tommy ran

asked himself. He said a Hail Mary and asked the

up to his attic room and opened Aunt Peg's black

Mother of God for guidance. He looked at the

purse. Inside was not a pygmy at all, but a life-

statue of the Madonna and Child and the Madonna

sized statue of a one-year-old child with a halo--

seemed to have shed a tear. He began sobbing

the Christ Child. Tommy gingerly picked it up and

quietly to himself.

cradled it in his arms.

Soon Aunt Peg stood by him, and when she

He looked down at the beautifully painted

saw he was crying, she put her arms around him and

ceramic child and it was Aunt Peg as a baby, then

said, "There, there, Thomas. Now tell Aunt Peg all

Naomi, then the child Naomi would have, then

about it."

himself. He cuddled the ceramic Christ child and

There was not a living soul besides them-

he felt a warmth rush all over him.

selves in Our Lady's chapel. Tommy blurted out the

Everything would be all right. Not like he

whole story to Aunt Peg. He told her about Naomi,

planned, but all right nonetheless. He took a mo-

about their afternoons of lovemaking, about the

ment and said a p@yer for Aunt Peg-bless her

child she expected-his child. He told her how

heart. She'd saved him.

Naomi was Jewish, was a bastard, how she didn't

Weeks passed. Tommy had tried to see

want to marry him.

Naomi. She was all he thought about. Mrs.

Tommy was not prepared for her response.

Lipschitz had canceled her Bronx Horne News

Holding both his hands, she said, "Thomas, I was

subscription, and now there was no excuse to

young once like you. I loved a man with the same

catch a glimpse of Naomi in her apartment. But one

passion you feel for Naomi. But Thomas, that man

cold and windy March afternoon, while collecting

was a priest, and we could never be together for

payment at what his mother called "Old Tony

the rest of our lives as we wanted to . . . . And

Baloney's Store around the comer,· Tommy saw her.

Thomas, I am a bastard too, only I know who my

She was as pretty as he remembered. But she

father was. He was my grandfather back in Ger-

looked different, she looked-bigger.
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Tommy understood. He thought about Aunt

"Naomi,· he whispered, out of earshot of the
shopkeeper. " I want to see you. When can we

Peg and the ceramic infant she had carried, the

meet?·

vessel which had held her love and sadness and
"Get lost, kid! I'm marrying a nice Jewish

loss for so many years and now held his. He would

man who thinks this brat I'm having is his, and I'm

study hard. He would work. He would grow up.

moving to Flushing. If you ever say one word about

Maybe
he would even love again.

this to anyone, I'll tell your old man what happened

But as Naomi turned to leave, Tommy looked her in

and he'll cut your balls off. Do we understand each

the eye and said, "Good luck, Naomi.·

He didn't
he
know.

other now?·
Ginger Renner

Kevin Lines, Rationality sans Heart
10

SECOND

PLACE
poetry

Lunch with
Shelley
Lunch with Shelley
in the park.
We unwrap togethershe: carrot sticks
granola cookies
sandwich on whole wheat
real lemonade in a Thermos, and
me: vending machine crackers
(pliable processed cheese
in the shapes of quarters)
Coke acid bubbling out of
gleaming red postmodern aluminumand talk of nothing important.
She looks healthY, crunching
her lunch in a wholesome way.
She wears the tones of nature:
rust, mustard, mahogany
and forest green. The trees breathe
around her. I wear black,
pink, wild flowers,
weird pins, or (sometimes,
after dark mornings)
four shades of navy
with black shoes.
At ten till one, she puts her crumbs
in a brown recycled paper bag.
I give mine to the pigeons,
who eat the crackers but leave the cheese
oozing on the pavement. We walk
to our respective buildings:
she, to olive green brick
and me,
to a sea of green glass.

Public .
Transportation
Sweat on silk is not about sex.
It's about wondering if you have a pit stain
on the bus.
It's about feeling out among the in
sitting still and obsessively wondering
just
where

Kristi Nelson

and
how
you should hold your arms.

Kevin Murphy
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depths of the woods until he "relinquish[es] completely to it. It was the watch and the compass. He

m1!t
non-fiction

was still tainted. He removed them and hung them
on a bush ... and entered [the wildernessr (212).
This scene is meant to show us that man must
abandon portions of the tempo@I world before he

In and Out of
Timewith William
Faulkner

can gain admittance into the eternal realm of the
collective unconscious.
By casting aside the watch and the compass,

which are symbols of man's safe, @tional ideas
about time, Ike accomplishes the first step in discovering the inner, timeless psyche. Integrating the

In "The Bear,· William Faulkner utilizes Carl

collective unconscious with the ego (the part of the

Jung's theory of the collective unconscious to

psyche concerned with the temporal world) is

establish the difference between rational, historical

extremely difficult for man simply because the

time and the inner, subjective time within the human

collective unconscious is such an abst@ct principle.

psyche. In addition, Faulkner exposes the conse-

Even though linear time is also abstract, man com-

quences of ignoring the collective unconscious in

forts himself with the concrete objects he has

favor of the temporal world.

contrived to represent time-clocks and history

According to Jung, the collective uncon-

books fi Iled with dates. Jung, however, says that

scious is "that part of the psyche which retains and

the collective unconscious contains deep, subterra-

transmits the common psychological inheritance of

nean levels that history does not and cannotcom-

mankind· (Henderson 98). This concept is highly

municate. Indeed, Jung claims that:

paradoxical since the collective unconscious houses

to understand the past or anticipate the

an eternity of symbols, yet it cannot be traced to an

future [man] must penetrate the surface of

exact origin or date. It is this dimension of the

history, "for the true historical event lies

psyche that Faulkner symbolizes with the wilderness

buried, experienced by all and observed

and the bear, Old Ben. In Faulkner's work, nature as

by none.... Wars, dynasties, social

a symbol of the collective unconscious or inner time

upheavals, conquests and religions are but

is continually pitted against man's contrived, me-

the superficial symptoms of a secret psy-

chanical concept of outer, linear time-the past,

chic attitude unknown even to the indi

present and future.

vidual. himself and transmitted by no

Faulkner's wilderness is a mysterious world
unto itself, and one is given the sense that the

historian: (Wood 184)
This is not to say that linear time should be

woods are omniscient: "The wilderness closed

totally denigrated, but the ego must transcend

behind his entrance as it had opened momentarily

rational time before a marriage between the ego

to accept him, opening before his advancement as

and the collective unconscious can be made. A

it closed behind his progress· (201 ). Here, Faulkner

person must come to terms with both "the temporal

is demonstrating that the wilderness and the collec-

and the eternal dimensions of the psyche-transfig-

tive unconscious it symbolizes cannot be measured

uring the time-oriented ego and the timeless uncon-

in linear time. Furthermore, the character, Ike, is

scious into an all-inclusive and transcendental

compelled to discard all mechanical devices for

harmony: the self" (Wood 177).

measuring space and time. In fact, it is as if the

Unfortunately, man cannot easily transcend

wilderness will not permit the boy to enter the

rational time because it is his only basis for reality.

ll!Fcr,
graphics
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From birth until death, man's existence is measured

and future but is fluid, and where time is not linear

by grains of sand in the hourglass. At most, the

but circular: "Time, no longer running straight before

rational, time-oriented man can hope to catch

us in a diminishing line, now runs parallel between

occasional, awe-inspiring glimpses of the collective

us like a looping string, the distance being the

unconscious. This usually occurs in dreams, prob-

doubling accretion of the thread and not the interval

ably because the ego loosens its grip on the psyche

between· (132). Faulkner also describes this con-

during sleep. In fact, Jung says that "the main task of

cept of time in an interview when he says, "there is

dreams is to bring back a sort of recollection of the

only the present moment, in which I include both

prehistoric ... right down to the level of the most

the past and the future, and that is eternity"

primitive instincts· (89). Faulkner frequently alludes

(Merriwether and Millgate 70). Faulkner uses this

to this connection between dreaming and the

belief in his work and is particularly adept at the

collective unconscious: "It ran in his knowledge

"paradoxical technique of arresting time, yet making

before he ever saw it. It loomed and towered in his

it seem to run on toward infinity"(Lynen 59).
Perhaps the most definite relationship be-

dreams· (199). Ike, however, is unique in that he
possesses the ability to recognize the dream world

tween Jung's collective unconscious and Faulkner's

of the unconscious in the conscious world: "He

sense of time in "The Bear,· however, is seen in these

had experienced it all before, and not merely in

lines:

dreams· (201 ).

He could smell it, strong and hot and rank.
Sprawling, he looked up where it loomed

However, even Faulkner's character cannot
hold onto the mystic experience of the timeless,

and towered over him like a thunderclap.

nondimensional collective unconscious for long.

It was quite familiar until he remembered:

Faulkner allows Ike to glimpse the "dimensionless·

this was the way he used to dream about

old bear (213) repeatedly, but it always disappears

it. Then it was gone. He didn't see it go.

again: "Then it was gone. It didn't walk into the

(215)

woods. It faded, sank back into the wilderness

Notice the repetition of the word "it."

without motion· (213). This phrase, "without mo-

Faulkner is deliberately ambiguous here in order to

tion·, is extremely important because man equates

convey both a literal and figurative meaning. Of

time with movement. Indeed, in the rational world

course, literallY, Old Ben is "looming and towering"

clocks are dominant figures, for time rushes on

over the boy. Figuratively though, Ike, who repre-

heedless of man. All that man knows of life is

sents mankind, is ·sprawled· beneath the timeless

movement and change. Therefore, it is beyond

collective unconscious. This descriptive scene

man's comprehension that the collective uncon-

exposes man's "fragility and impotence· in the face

scious encompasses the times and experiences of

of the universal knowledge (205). Likewise, the

the entire universe, yet it remains steadfast and

ambiguity suggests man's uncertainty about the

unmoving in the psyche. The collective uncon-

collective unconscious-that pulsing "it" on which

scious is a kind of dream world in which nothing

man cannot place his finger.

has a specific order; it "is without historical localiza-

Jung explains that man's response to the

tion and without any direction· (Meer1oo 27).

collective unconscious is resistance and fear (88).

AmazinglY, "past and future, today and yesterday,

Man tries to suppress the matters of the uncon-

are all condensed in the same dream time"

scious, but "the more they are repressed, the more

(Meer1oo 28).

they spread through the whole personality in the
form of a neurosis· (89). According to this theory,

In his novel As / Lay Dying, Faulkner eloquently describes this form of dream world where

the person who is consumed by a need to destroy

time is not fixed into tidy segments of past, present

nature, for instance, is merely acting out that part of
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the collective unconscious that terrifies him. But

thoughts and feelings within the collective uncon-

man cannot escape the eternal characteristics of the

scious.
As Douglas Kellogg Wood says in his book

unconscious world because they spill over into his
actions.

Men Against Time, "When an individual achieves

selfhood, he participates paradoxically in two

Even as man represses the contents of the
collective unconscious, so does he repress the urge

worlds at once, one in time and one out of time·

to destroy this thing within him. The self, however,

(162). Ike achieves this paradoxical state when he

could not survive without this part of the psyche.

witnesses "the limbo from which time emerges and

Therefore, man unwittingly compensates by attack-

becomes time: the old bear absolved of mortality

ing those things around him which seem representa-

and himself sharing a little in it" (208). Here,

tive of the collective unconscious. This explains the

Faulkner shows us that if man experiences even a

relentless hunt for Old Ben as well as man's feverish

small portion of the collective unconscious, he

clearing of the land: "The little puny humans

experiences immortality or timelessness.

swarmed and hacked at the wilderness in a fury of

William Faulkner, therefore, feels that man

abhorrence and fear, like pygmies about the ankles

must continue to live in the rational, time-oriented

of a drowsing elephanr ( 199).

world of the ego and to dream in the timeless

lronicallY, man's attempt to destroy the

world of the collective unconscious, until one day

collective unconscious only succeeds in burying the

he might live and dream simultaneous!

archetypes of destruction-the chase and the killdeeper within his psyche. This means that as long as
man rejects the eternal inner world for the purely
"rational,"he will never feel complete and secure,
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and, thus, he will continue the senseless slaughter
and destruction of the world. Faulkner proves that
this primal instinct to destroy is embedded in the
collective unconscious, for although Ike has never
hunted before, something within him stirs with
uncanny recognition; his psyche holds the "memory·
of eons of chases and killings: "A murmur, sourceless, almost indistinguishable, yet he knew what it
was although he had never heard that many dogs
running at once,· and "it seemed that all the hounds
which had ever bayed game ... were yelling down
at him" (201, 240).
Not only does man use mindless destruction
in an attempt to deny the timelessness of the unconscious, he also fails to see the "impact of the past
and the lure of the future· on the present (Broughton
116). Some people remain rooted in the past,
whereas others see nothing but the present, and still
others waste today looking toward tomorrow.

Meredith Dean

Therefore, man must first come to terms with the
effects of the past and future on the present before
he can experience the timeless mixture of archaic
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of the sinkhole wall, carefully shifting the weight of
his stocky build and scuba gear as he peers over.
"Cliff, 709's en route, "yells Don. "Walt and

The Siphon

Ed are on board! How does it look?"
"You'll have to go through Goo-pan Alley!

The time is 1800 hours. I am standing a few

Drop two ropes and come on down!"
Before I can move, John sends two rope

feet inside the downstream entrance of Snail Shell
cave looking at the rapids which block further

bags plunging into the eighty-foot-deep pit, striking

exploration. The rapids roar and their force vibrates

the creek which runs through. Muddy water

the cave floor and walls. I notice a healthy tree limb

splashes on my raincoat and face. Wiping my eyes,

bobbing in the current. The undercurrent pulls at

I see John strutting recklessly close to the edge. He

the limb as it struggles to stay afloat. The limb is

is still wearing his squad uniform, including some of

drawn sideways into a narrow rock passage and

his own dress code such as untucked shirt and

splits under the crushing torrent, showing its green

three-day stubble.
"Sorry I missed the bank! I wish you

marrow. It emerges with only a few fibers holding
the two pieces intact. I lose sight of it as it passes

could've seen the look on your face!" yells John.
"Get suited up and get down here!" I yell,

around the bend into darkness.
Across the rapids lies the reason for the 911

pointing at the ground with my waterproof map

call twenty minutes ago. Two men are on the other

tube.

side, somewhere beyond the elevated passage

I walk toward the upstream entrance, trying

known as Bat Chimney with no way to escape. The

my best to remain professional.
The upstream entrance appears to be more

men will be safe until the rain stops and the rapids
return to their usual babbling nature. The water

inviting than the downstream. A thick carpet of

recedes within a few hours to a wadeable depth

green moss lines its sunlit reaches. I crouch in front

and never floods Bat Chimney. I decide to see if the

of her mouth and peer. The creek flowing through

press has arrived and begin a slow crawl up the

partially fills her, from wall to wall. The aquatic

moist rock pile which slopes down to the water. I

surface is unbroken, not a single ripple present. She

know we should wait out the rain and not try to dive

emits a calming silence.
I remind myself not to be fooled. Looking

but Frank is going to think I choked, I know it. When
I received my promotion at the board of directors

for a place to review my maps, I pick a spot so my

meeting, he wouldn't even shake my hand. I made

back is facing neither entrance. I remove the lami-

captain by one vote and he stood up and said I

nated map of the upstream section and trace the

would choke. Maybe if we are really careful, I can

only possible path which can be taken; it includes

pull it off and show Frank and the rest of the board I

Goo-pan Alley. This half-mile-long stretch of tunnel

know what I am doing.

contains an enormous quantity of mud. This mud is

The roaring fades as I near the entrance. I

so viscous, because of a high clay content, it could

walk out of the mouth of the cave, the steam which

almost be mistaken for wet cement. The tunnel

bellows from it engulfing me. As I break through the

floor, which consists of a three-foot-deep crevice to

warm cloud into the chilly evening air I see Don and

collect the muck, forces anyone who enters to

John in the tree line above. Don inches to the edge

wade waist deep. It will take at least three men to
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conquer this mess and then two of them will still

with half her face covered with a Harley Davidson

have to be able to dive.

bandanna.
Beside her, supporting what must be at least

Don taps my shoulder, "The press is here,

half of her weight, stands a sheriffs deputy.

Cliff. Do you want me to bring them down?"

"Ma'am, are you a family member of one of

"No, I'll take care of them myself. Have you

the men?· I ask.

taken a look at the downstream yet?"

She nods, "That's my husband and son in

Don's face turns sour, "No way we can go
through there. What do you have in mind?"

there:
"Did you make the call Ms . ...?·

"Echo Sump will be silted out but I think

"It's Mrs. Giles and yes I made the call. I was

you could make it. That's if you feel like getting
dirty.·

out here when the water started rising. I didn't want
Don smiles, "You know we don't mind git'n

to go with them so I waited.·

dirty, Cliff.•

"When did you last see them?·

"I haven't decided for sure,· I pause and

"Just before I ran to the house on the road, I

look at my watch. "I better go give a statement to

saw David on the other side and he waved me back.

the press. Make sure John is sober, will ya?· I tum

I think Matt was behind him.·

and start climbing the steep path to the top. John

"Mrs. Giles, does your husband have any
cave training?·

passes me, wheezing and stumbling. Not uncommon for him in the past months. All around rest the

"No, David doesn't have any as far as I know.·

limbless trunks of large oak and hickory trees. Their

"What about your son?·

barren tops point downhill, every one of them

"No, he doesn't have any either.·

victims of the ever changing sink walls. One lies

"What do they have with them?·

across my path and as I climb over, I see a woman
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The deputy gives her a handkerchief. "Now

"They got a couple of flashlights and Matt's
got a ham sandwich and a candy bar he didn't eat

ma'am, I'm sure they are gunna be okay,· says the

for lunch,· she says, wiping a tear.

deputy. "The captain there needs to go talk to the
press so we can git things movin', okay?"

"Canyou think of anything else they might

"okay,"she says.

have, like extra batteries or cigarettes?·

I give her the most encou@ging smile I know

"Davidsmokes."
"What brand does he use?"

how, and scramble around, slipping on the wet

"I think
th he has Marlboro, today. What differ-

rocks. My hands break my fall but under one of
them lie the remains of a beer bottle. I jump up, my

ence does that make?·

hand burning with a wide scrape instead of the

·well, Mrs. Giles, if we do go looking for
them and they aren't where we suspect, we'll have

gash I was expecting. I rub it with my other hand to

to track them down. If we find a Marlboro cigarette

clean the dirt and glass off and smear blood all over.

or wrapper we might suspect we're on the right

The press is just above me so I make use of my

trail."

raincoat by wiping my hands on the wet fabric. The
"What do ya mean, if we decide to look for

scrape stings but my adrenaline drowns out the

them?·

pain.
I reach the top of the sink triggering the first

·well, ma'am, it's not going to be very easy

wave of photo flashes.

to reach them right now.·
"Butthey might drown.·

The reporters swarm; "Do you have the

"I think they will be okay until the water goes

victims' location fixed?" asks one reporter.
"Captain Clifford, have there been any rescue

down."

attempts thus far?· asks another.

She covers her face to muffle the sobs.
"Mrs.Giles, why don't you go with the nice

I raise my hand: "I am prepared to issue a

deputy here and he'll get you a cup of coffee or

full report at this time. Please hold your questions

something to eat. I need to go talk to the press,

until the end: I move into the center of the light.

okay?"

" We know at this time there are two individuals
She nods and sobs, as the deputy leads her

somewhere in Bat Chimney, which is in the down-

away in front of me.

stream section. The heavy rains have blocked the
downstream entrance, which in drier weather can

I see the press lights above and feel a sudden rush of panic. I can't go up there and tell them

be waded through.· I pause as another reporter

we're not going to attempt a rescue. They might

and camera join the interview, the reporters moving

maul me. F@nk will see it on the ten o'clock news

ever closer as if I have the last morsel of food on

and come down here and tell me in person I suck,

earth. I sense they are becoming impatient and

along with a few other favorite words of his. I know

continue. "The downstream section is too swift to

Don can pull it off for me. He has been in worse

attempt a rescue through. We are in the process of

places. All they have to do is go through the Sump

sending in a dive team through the upstream section

and find the two men. They don't have to bring

and having them take an alternate passage called

them out, just take them some food and water.

Echo Sump which connects the upstream section to

Then I can tell everybody they are okay and we can

Bat Chimney. That is all the information I have at this

wait out the rain.

time." Scanning them I ask, "Are there any questions?·

Mrs. Giles turns to face me, blocking my

"Isit known whether or not they are alive?·

path. "I know . . . they're gunna . .. ," she blows
hernose, ".... drown:

asks a reporter.
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'We have a strong belief they are in grave

second stages in hand, one at a time, and pushes

danger. We are doing everything we can. They are

the purge buttons. A hiss each time informs him

my first concern.·

they are working properly.

"Do you know their identity?· asks the same

reporter.

"What's your PSI, John?· he asks.
"I don't know.·

"I cannot release their identity until all the

Don picks up the pressure gauge. "You

family has been notified. Any more questions?·

don't know? You know better than that, John.

Before anyone can speak, Ed and Walt break

Sarah wouldn't have wanted you to act like this.·

up my stable of admirers with the clanking of the

He rechecks the reading as if in disbelief. "This says

extra scuba tanks they are struggling to carry. Before

2500 pounds. You must have a leak.· He releases

they can speak, I tell them to join the rest of the

the pressure gauge. It dangles by its hose like all the

team. I realize I am losing my spotlight because of

other instruments which radiate from the scuba

the intrusion and ask, "Any more questions?· All of

system.

them are conversing among themselves. I start the
climb back down.

Don is checking over John's scuba equipment when I reach the sink floor. He takes the two

John stands with his droopy eyes staring at
the ground. He resembles a depressed octopus.

Don slaps him on the back, "You better
change that system or you'll git that wish of yours.·

David Scott Odom, Temple of Fortuna

I motion to Don. He joins me, taking a seat
on the rock ledge I am using as a table.
"Is that nut case going to give me any
trouble?· I ask.
"I think he'll be okay; he just needs some
more time:
"Well he's on my time now and he better

sitting as far away from me as possible. John takes a
seat beside him. "Take her in, Walt.· I say. We lose
the sunlight and switch on a couple of dive lights.
The raft drifts with no resistance. A heavy smell of
earth hangs in the air. I shine my light on the ceiling.
It is high above us sparkling from the moisture which
seeps from the surface. I tum the light on the water

not screw this up. It's not my damn fault his wife is

and see large rocks jutting up, some of their points

dead."

near the surface, others farther down. We continue,

Don jumps off the rock and stands solid in

passing large flowstones which appear to be mon-

front of me, the ready access of the diving knife

strous brains growing from the cave wall, the prod-

strapped to his arm causing me a bit of unease.

uct of thousands of years of hydraulic labor. I see

"What's gotten into you Cliff? You weren't
like this before you made captain!·

the ceiling closing in. The entrance to Goo-pan
should not be too far.
"Slow down, Walt,· I say.

"I've got two people to get out of there,· I

He cuts the pONer and we drift to a plat-

say pointing to the entrance, "so Frank will leave me
the hell alone.·

form of rock. The entrance is just above us.

"Just let it go Cliff; Frank's not worth it.·
"That's easy for you to say; you're not the

"Don, it's your show.· I step out. "Help me
beach the raft and you can get moving.·

one going to get chewed on if John freaks out!·
"You don't have to send him; in fact, I don't
know why we're doing this anyway!" Don jabs his

They exit without a word and we beach the
raft. Don heads to the entrance with John and Walt
close behind.

fingers toward me. "We oughta wait it out!·

"I need to brief you before you go, fellas,· I

"Well that's not for you to decide!" I growl.

say. They keep walking. "Hey, I am still in charge

"If I didn't think we could make it, I sure

here!·

wouldn't go. You read me?"
"You saying you don't trust my judgment,

No one speaks. They disappear around the
comer and I hear the distinct popping that Goo-pan
creates. I look down into the raft and see the field

"You got it!"

phones. They forgot to take one of them and run

I lean back on the rock ledge feeling gut

the wire. Our portable radios won't reach a hun-

punched.
"You made a reckless decision, Cliff. You

dred feet in here-. I key up my epaulet mike, "701
command to 702 dive unit.· A silent airway is the

got in front of those cameras and you committed

only response. "701 command to 702 dive unit,

us without asking me. You are jeopardizing al I of

please respond: Still silence. "702, if you can hear

us.· Charging away, Don rejoins the team.

me you left your field phone.· I feel sure they will

It is now thirty minutes into the operation. I
notice Walt and Ed have the Zodiac raft ready. Walt

return, when they realize they are radio isolated, so
all that is left to do now is wait.

is loading the last of the equipment. Ed is setting

This was the first time for me to stay behind

up the power supply for the trolling motor which

and give the orders. Team commanders never dive

replaces the usual large horsepower outboard. It

unless no one is left. For two years John used to sit

would be cumbersome to use here and speed is

where I am and wait for us until that night he had to

not needed or recommended for this mission. I

cut his wife out of what was left of her Cherokee.

board the raft. "Everyone load up.· Don boards,

He and Don were the only ones not on an extrica-

tion run that night and were sent to a DOA on Hwy.

or two in front of me. The line empties out of the

99. The thing was so mangled, he didn't realize it

first safety reel and I clip the end of a second line to

was his wife until he saw the license plate. It took

the first and continue, being careful not to release

them an hour to cut her out. He hasn't been the

my safety line. The water begins to clear ahead of

same since.

me. I know this is a bad sign indicative of a siphon

Ed is resting in the raft with his head on a red

which clears the water with the tremendous current

stuff bag. I tum my flashlight off and time how long

it generates. I see a red dive light with a broken

I can endure before I have the irresistible urge to fill

lanyard resting on the bottom just out of reach of

the void. Tiring of this game I drift off into a light

the siphon. The light belongs to Don. He is taking a

sleep. I hear popping footsteps and tum my light

ride through the siphon which will squeeze him into

towards Goo-pan. I look at my watch trying to see

places less than a foot wide, crushing and snapping

how long I dozed. Before I can focus, Walt

every bone until it spits him out into the East Fork

stumbles out of the entrance.

Stones River to which it connects. I tum off my dive

I tum my light on him, "I knew you would
come back bet. .. ."
"Cliff, you better come quick! Don is missing
and John won't speak!"

light and rest in the darkness.
When I made captain, we went to play golf
and al I of us were arrested after we got drunk and
played demolition derby with the golf carts. We

I leap up, "Ed, you stay here.·

chased the police officers that were trying to arrest

Walt and I start down the passage, the mud

us. I @n over one of them after he slipped and put

gripping us with every step. A nauseating feeling

a tire mark over his back. Thank God we knew most

overcomes me and I pause a moment. Walt is

of them or they might not have been so nice. That

ahead of me, sliding, falling and sinking as he goes.

fellow I ran over still won't speak to me, though.

I double my effort and after what seems like hours

Images were not important then; my friends were.

we reach John.
"Where's Don?" I ask. He curls up in the fetal

I hear only my breathing, so slow now I feel
as if I am not breathing at all. My chest feels tight. I

position and remains silent. "Walt give me your dry

am responsible for Don's death, no one else. He

suit:

and I both knew it was a mistake to do this and I
Walt removes his dry suit and the ply cloth-

could have stopped it. I did choke; Frank said I

ing underneath. I don the ply and suit. I pick up his

would and I did. I went in front of those cameras

scuba system and sling it onto my back and connect

and made a decision that killed my friend and

the one disconnected hose to the inlet of the dry

didn't even ask for his permission before I did it.

suit. Searching the edge of the water I cannot find

We should notbe in here. We should have waited it

the safety line which Don and John were using. It

out. Those two guys would have been fine; every-

should be attached here.

body would have been fine.

"Where is their safety line, Walt?" I ask.
"It was jerked out just after John came up.·
' I extract some nylon line from one of the

I switch my light back on and watch the
siphon current waver the broken strands of the
lanyard. I descend to the bottom of the Sump. I

safety reels attached to my scuba gear and loop it

swim just underneath the grip of the siphon, lying

around a large rock. Feeding the line out as I go, I

on the bottom in the direction of the dive light. The

back into the water. The water squeezes the dry

switch is still on and the beam shines at the en-

suit and I add a little air with an inflater button. I

trance to the siphon. The entrance appears four or

bite down on my mouth piece and lower my mask.

five feet wide. I hear a faint rumble surrounding me

Submerging I swim slowly, the line playing out from

but I know that it is coming from the siphon. The

the reel. The water is murky and I see only an inch

deceptive water in front of it is clear with no hint of
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current-but it is there. I retrieve the dive light and

"Now wait a min .. ."

clip it onto a D-ring on Walt's suit. I push back-

"No, you listen and you listen good! You

wards with my one free hand, skimming the bottom

sold us out just to keep your job and you didn't

to avoid the current. The water turns silty and I

have to in the first place!· Walt throws down the

ascend, gripping the reel tight. I crank slowly and

weight belt. "SOP's don't mean a thing to you! As

the length of safety line becomes taut. My pressure

far as I'm concerned you murdered Don!"
"What can I say, Walt; you're right. I am

gauge beeps, warning less than 1000 PSI remain in
the 120 cubic foot tank. I crank the safety line,

responsible.·

heading towards the anchor point. I reach the first

Walt stands trembling with anger.

reel and unhook the second reel's line from it. I clip

"I can't do anything about it now, Walt. Let's

the second reel onto me and look at my pressure

get back to the raft so we can get out of there and I

gauge. It reads barely above 500 PSI. It will take

can tell Gina.·

every last breath to reach the surface. I wedge the
first reel between two rocks on the Sump floor so it

Walt rips the weight belt out of the mud;
"Fine, let's go!·

will not shift as I follow the line out. The gauge
beeps again; less than 500 pounds remain. I pull

He walks toward me and I move as fast as I
can to stay ahead.

and kick at the same time. The gauge beeps every

Ed is on the radio with Snai I Shell command

fifty pounds now and I am almost to Walt and John.

when we reach the raft. John stares at a flowstone,

I break the surface, the gauge squalling with 20

watching the cascade which flows over. He doesn't

pounds to spare, and see Walt squatting at the

blink or move.

water's edge, wearing my uniform.
"He's dead, isn't he?· asks Walt.

I walk over to him, "What happened, John?· I
ask softly.

"Yes, he's gone; he must have gotten too
close. All I found was his light.· I glance behind

He raises his hand and makes a slash motion
across his throat, the symbol used for "out of air.·

Walt. 'Where is John?·

"Are you saying you were running out of air?·

"He went back to the raft.·
Walt helps me out of the water.
"Did he say what happened?"

John spins his head around so fast I jump
back.
"We made it to the other side and found the

"Not a word."

two men and left supplies. We were trying to hurry

"Did he say if they made it to the other side

to make it back before our air ran out. Otherwise

before coming back?"

we would have had to stay on the other side.·

"No, Cliff, not a word."

"Are you going to be okay?"

I take off my fins and weight belt. 'Walt, can

Silence.

you carry this belt for me?"
He takes the belt.
I shift the scuba system on my back to a
more comfortable position and start back through

I put my hand on his shoulder. "Are you
going to be okay?"
"Take your hand off me, Cliff.·
I back away. "Ed, radio Snail Shell command

Goo-pan. I want the mud to swallow me whole. I

and tell them the supplies made it through and we

betrayed my team and they know it. We always

are coming out. Tell them to find Gina and have her

wait out going into Bat Chimney and everything has

waiting when we come out.·

been okay and they know it.

He relays the message.

"Who's going to tell his wife?· says Walt.

"Are we loaded up?" I ask Walt.

"I am ... it's my fault:

He nods.

"You're damn right it's your fault!"

(continued )
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We slide the Zodiac into the water and Walt
and I board.

from there. Don could have fallen before he even
had a chance to dive. We all love risk; that is why

"John, are you coming?· I ask.

we are here. We love that rush from a moment of

He steps into the rear of the raft and sits,

danger or that rush from knowing we saved some-

staring into space.
Ed flips the power switch. I move my light

one. I am addicted to it, like the rest of them. Don
loved risk; that is why he went in that cave. He

along the walls and crevices. I search the crevices

would have wanted to die that way. John

afraid someone is hiding, waiting to reach out and

shouldn't have surfaced without him. He should

grab me. I picture Don wedged in one of them, his

have waited for him; they should have stayed

body contorted in all different ways. He is reaching

together. John freaked and left him. They were

out at me trying to pull me in. I am burning up in

running low on air and he freaked. How else could

Walt's dry suit but I shiver anyway.

John be alive? If they had been together the siphon

A faint halo of light appears. Ed slows the
raft a little and picks up a handset.

would have him, too. Don must have had a problem with the reel and drifted too close.

"701 command to Snail Shell command."
"Snail Shell command, go ahead."

I see a sheriff's deputy approaching me. He
is trying to decide if he should interrupt.

"We are nearing the entrance."

"10-4, 701. Be advised the traffic you requested earlier is waiting."
Gina stands in the entrance light, her hands

"Looks like the water has dropped quite a
bit," he says, standing only close enough so that I
can hear. "I think you fellas might be able to make it
across."

gripping her elbows tight. I notice she shows more

"Gina, I need to go, okay?"

than when I last saw her. Her puffy cheeks glow in

She nods but doesn't look at me. She

the artificial light. She scans the raft for Don.

tightens her grip, "Where is Don?"

"Hurry up, Ed,· I say.

"We won't be able to find him right now.·

"I can't go any faster here Cliff; the rocks,

"Did he drown?·

remember?· He points down to the jagged rocks.
"I can swim faster than this thing is moving.·

"Yes, he drowned.· I tell her that he
drowned but I am sure he was crushed before he

I bail out and swim to the entrance. I crawl out; the

got the chance. She would find that out soon

halogen lamps that surround the entrance blind me.

enough, I suppose, but now did not seem like the

No rain pelts my face as I exit. I take Gina's arm and

time to tell her.

lead her away from everyone.

"I am going to see if we can get through

"What is going on, Cliff? Where's Don."

now. We sti 11 have to get those men out,· I say,

"I wanted to tell you myself before anyone

motioning to the deputy. "He can stay with you

else did."
"What is it, Cliff?" A tear streaks down her
cheek.

until we come back. Walt, you and Ed come with
me."
"Don't you need me too, Cliff?" asks John

"Don is dead. I'm sorry it's . . .. •
She wraps her arms around me and whines,
"Don't be sorry, Cliff. It's not your fault. . . . It's a
dangerous job.·
Yes, it is a dangerous job. It is always dan-

from the cave entrance.
"No."
"Don't you need someone else to help
search?"
"We'll be just fine by ourselves,· I snap. John

gerous no matter what decision I make. One of us

has done enough for us today. I leave him to think

could die at any time. I look above me at the crest

about it.

of the sink. Any of us could have fallen to our death
Gregory Grime

Robert Beary, The Tree Speaks
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13 Ways of Looking at a
Wastiing Machine
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In the dark basement,
The only moving thing
was the agitator of the ghostly white washer.
II

A mismatched pair,
the washer and dryer were opposites old, proven, dependable-new, untried, inexperienced.

Ill

The washer lurched and lunged
with its shifting load
like a prizefighter shadow-boxing in the dark.

IV

Rhythmic sloshings,
syncopated clicks and buzzes a washer's lullaby to a harried homemaker.

V

A new gasket meant a reprieve
from the scrap-metal heap the place where no self-respecting washer wants to go.

VI

What will it take to satisfy the voracious washer,
with gaping jaws,
that lurks under the basement stairs?
One pink shoelace?
A pair of crocheted baby booties?
A blue-and-white checked shirt with a worn cuff?
A yellow seersucker sundress with an eyelet collar?
A crazy-quilt stitched on Grandma's
old treadle sewing machine?

VII

Never complaining in fifteen years,
the washer swallowed whatever was thrown its waycontent to keep its mouth shut
in spite of the abuses.

VIII

The harvest-gold washer gyrated alone in the comer
like an aging, overweight disco dancer no longer in the spotlight,
but still remembering the choreography.

IX

Oh, G.E., you bring good things to life.
Is this wretched washer worthy of resurrection?

X

The power of the washer is not unlike
the power of lightning in a storm.
Both can stop an entire family in its tracks
by hurling a bolt.

XI

They worked together for years,
side by side, doing laundrycomfortable in their routine.
First wash, then dry. Wash ... Dry ... Wash. Dry.
Then, without warning, PERMA-PRESS!
The washer's blood ran cold.
Wash ... drip, drip, drip, ... drip-dry.

XII

The washer is hummins in the basement;
Aunt Aggie and the twins are arriving tomorrow from Ohio.

XIII

Oh, washing machine;
servant, yet master, thou art.
Can you cleanse our soles?
Carol Hilliard
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Sins of
Autumn

A Moment

oi Dusk

It began-that season
Of broken bottles and disfigured
AluminumSculptures in a revisionist's
Image etched among leaves
Ever-succumbing.

Hit with a spattering of silence.
I drink the air
With a rhythmical coolness
Flowing on my breath.
I drink the air
Of a crisp evening.
And flowing on my breath,
I live endlessly, now.

Unfolded past does not glitter
Except watts of greater recallSuperior than that porch bulb that
Lights evenNow the path with metal candles
For the procession in reverse.

On a crisp evening
Of tear-bright stars.
I live endlessly, now,
Between sunset and rise.

No vows for what is lostExcept Autumn
Masking fleeting breathWith beauty
While the soul unclothedExposes the naked heart.

With tear-bright stars,
I am tilting
Between sunset. And rise
A shimmer of liquid light.
I am tilting.
Comforting the dark
Is a shimmer of liquid light.
And I die always, now.

Sculptures endure but,
·Promises-undone.
No flowing gown of white
OrrosesOnly skeletal remainsOf reaper and glass.

Comforting the dark
With dripping handfuls of dawn,
I die always, now.
Between my fingers.

The mist evolves the evening
A wall that sorts the glowing

I drip handfuls of dawn
Into the rhythmical coolness.
This dance between my fingers
Hits with a spattering of silence.

That plays back without admission
HeartbreakAnd those unforgivable sinsOfAutumn.

Roger Carper

Rochelle Harris
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him happy? When he betrayed me and walked
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away I felt devastated and stupid: devastated
because everything that I had believed in was a lie;
stupid because I was too obsessed to see what
was going on. I use the word obsessed because,
my husband lied to, cheated on, and manipulated
me into believing I was worthless, and I was too
blind to see what he was doing. When love is so

Webster's New World Dictionarystates that
divorce is "legal dissolution of a marriage; complete
separation.· This same dictionary says complete

blind that it can't see that kind of deception, it is
no longer love, but obsession.
In spite of the pain and deception, at the

means "whole, entire; finished; through.· Separa-

time of our separation, I loved my husband. His

tion means "withdrawing or becoming discon-

absence from our home put me in a tail-spin that

nected.·

lasted for months. I couldn't eat or sleep. I suf-

Divorce is a legal end to marriage, but

fered from nausea, insomnia, severe headaches,

disconnecting from a former marriage partner is a

and chronic diarrhea which caused me to lose

long and painful process. Years of shared experi-

thirty-seven pounds in seven weeks. All I could do

ences, like the birth of two children, can't be

was cry. I had always slept on the right side of the

erased with the signing of a divorce decree. When

bed and there was only one pillow that I would

there are children involved, there will never be a

use. After my husband left, I found myself sleep-

complete separation. There will always be birth-

ing on his side of the bed, and using his pillow. I

days, holidays, sports events, graduations, wed-

didn't change the sheets for quite some time,

dings, and the birth of grandchildren to continually

because his scent was on the pillow. I had spent

force these two people to be a part of each other's

fourteen years lying next to him and I felt as if some

lives, although they don't want to. Even if one of

one had cut off one of my arms.

the parents disappears and never physically takes

Many of us have the misconception that we

part in these events, that parent and the children

can forget about the past. That is an impossibility!

will forever be connected mentally and emotion-

We might be able to run away from the memories

ally.

for a while, but they will ultimately catch up to us.
Divorce is not an escape from an unhappy

It's the little things that make me crazy. For ex-

life into a land of paradise. It is a tremendously

ample, every time my mother makes chocolate

painful tragedy that changes those involved forever.

pies I think of my ex-husband, who absolutely

More than three years have passed since my di-

loves my mother's chocolate pies. Remembering

vorce, but much of the pain remains with me. The

makes me angry, because I want to forget I ever

thing that hurts the most is to watch my children get

knew that man.

in the car with their father, his present wife and

Holidays will never be the same. The

baby, and ride away. I always feel deserted and

children go to their father's on Christmas Eve and I

cheated. He's the one who did wrong, yet he has

am left alone. I could go to visit with family and

his new family and my family, too. It's just not right!

friends, but without the kids I would feel that I was

Having built my entire life around my hus-

on the outside looking in. The holidays are espe-

band, I woke up thinking, what would he like for

cially difficult for the children. They're afraid to

breakfast? are his clothes prepared? what should I

show that they've had a good time at their father's,

pack in his lunch? what can I do, today, to make

because they feel as if they have somehow be-

K. Melissa Harper, Euphoria

trayed me. So, in an attempt to protect me, they

children not only lost the security of a two-parent

stifle their enthusiasm.

home; they literally lost their home. Because I had
been a full-time homemaker, I was unable to find a

About a year after the divorce, my daughter,
Mandy, almost had a nervous breakdown. She had

job with a substantial income; consequently, we

gone all that time, crying only twice. At that point, I

were forced to sell our house. In addition to their

was working a second-shift job (3 p.m. to 11 p.m.).

home, my children have lost many other things over

The children had gone to my mother's house after

the last few years such as stability, security, and a

school. When I arrived to pick them up, Mandy was

sense of family. But, the most precious things that

talking so fast we couldn't understand what she was

they have lost are the respect, trust, and uncondi-

saying. Mamma said she had been that way all day.

tional love that they once had for their father. That's

Later, when we went home, Mandy got in the bed

the part that saddens me the most. The gift of

with me. I held her in my arms, while she cried for

respecting, trusting, and totally loving their parents is

hours. After the crying stopped, she said the

something that children should never be stripped

ph@se "I want to go home· kept running through

of.

her mind and she didn't know what it meant.

Just as marriage is something that shouldn't

Mandy insisted it didn't mean our home, her dad's

be entered into lightlY, so is divorce. Couples

home, or even heaven, so what did it mean, she

should look back, remember how they fell in love,

asked. I shared with her that I had often felt the

recall why they got married, and try to rebuild their

same way and I was sure it meant she wanted

lives. Divorce is not just the ending of a marriage,

things to be the way they used to be, all four of us

but the beginning of a never-ending nightmare!

together: safe and secure. A year later, I wrote a

Just yesterday, when I answered a knock at

song about what happened that night, called

my door, two police officers served me with a court

"Home Is Where the Heart Is."

summons. My ex-husband is suing me for physical

The excruciating pain that divorce inflicts on

custocly of my son, Brad. . . . The nightmare contin-

all involved (even the one seeking the divorce) is

ues. . . . But, that's another definition, another word:

the most destructive to children. The losses are not

custody!

only innumerable, but irreparable. In our case, my
Patricia Willis
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Neil Walker, Untitled

Day's End
Quiet air becomes perfume, aftershave, and toiletries.
Uninterupted process endures by orderly replacement.
A pa@de of the fresh, and procession of the worn,
Occupy the main interior avenue.
Noted at the designated time and place.
A mechanical watchman tabulates the ranks.
Each must daily become the other.
Warm aroma of early foods hang in the hallway,
Crisp chatter is launched from members of each team.
Outside, plastic scratches cold glass,
Motors growl in teasing wind,
And ready tires crunch frozen sludge.
Hues of today's morning are selected by intense brightness,
And moments from now my day is ended.

Michael Sheffield
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is the mark of heaven, but the rocks are straight from
hell. Only the child can decide how she will use
the power, gift or curse:

llFE

To Mama, everybody else acted strange.

fiction

Neighbors were always watching and pointing.
Grandma said Mama wasn't any different from her
other babies as far as colic and croup and such. But

Mama•s Gift

Mama was different. Some people thought they
could use Mama as a whipping post because she
was different.

My mama, Liza Creech, was born on

The Creech side of the family blamed Mama

Cloverlick Creek, down between two ridge spurs
that stuck out like arms of Double Knob Mountain.

when their well went dry, and they laid the blame

Grandpa's house was at the foot of Double Knob,

on her when their whole passle of swine took the

beside Cloverlick Creek that was fed by ten springs

gripe and died. "It's the child,· they claimed. "She's

coming out of the mountain. Mama was born with a

the cause. They should've done away with her

veil, a thin coat of skin, covering her whole face.

when she was born."
Directly or indirectly, people on Cloverlick

Aunt Carolina Estep, the midwife who delivered all
of Grandma's children, used a butcher knife to cut

Creek blamed Mama for bad crops, lost dogs, and

away the veil. Then she buried the flesh with a

cows that died of old age. Mama got the blame

tombstone all its own in the backyard. Some folks

when lazy, old Cindy Lankford's chickens stopped

called the veil a curse, and some said everything

laying. Grandma kept Mama away from other

that happened later was due to superstition. The

children on Cloverlick as much as possible because

people from the Old Regular Baptist Church at the

of their cruel ways and the hateful little songs they

foot of Double Knob said Mama was marked by a

made up to taunt Mama.

gang of fortune-telling gypsies who camped beside

Some children were cruel, but most of the
other children hated Mama because she didn't have

Cloverlick Creek during the birth.

to go to school. She could read when she was four

"I've been catching babies for over forty
years, and I've only caught one other youngin' with a

years old. Nobody taught her, she just started

veil,· Aunt Carolina said. "And that child led a life of

reading on her fourth birthday.

torment.·

One time in church, Preacher Jon
Mcclanahan asked if anyone would like to come

Aunt Carolina traveled around from family to
family and didn't have a home of her own, so she

forward and read the Bible text on the Beatitudes

decided to stay permanently with Grandpa and

before the sermon. Mama rose from her seat,

Grandma after Mama was born. "The signs will start

walked up on the platform, and stood beside the

soon, and you'll need my help,· my great-aunt

preacher's podium.

warned. True to Aunt Carolina's word, on the

Preacher Mcclanahan, trying not to lose

seventh day after Mama was born, a shower of small

control of the meeting and waiting for Grandpa to

rocks beat dents as big as the eggs of a guinea hen

come and get Mama, quit smiling when Mama

in the tin roof of Grandpa's house. The rocks fell in a

began reciting the Beatitudes from memory, pausing

fifty-foot circle around the house, breaking every

in the right places to give the congregation time to

window-light and killing two dogs that were tied to

think about each one.

the porch.

Grandpa didn't say a word to Mama, but he
slapped my Uncle Jake on the head for clapping his

"It's a double-sign,· Aunt Carolina foretold.

hands when Mama finished. But being able to

"The child is marked with double-strength. The veil
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recite in church didn't stop the school master, Mr.

prayed for her to see, Bell let out a yell and started

Ogle, from giving Mama a scholar's examination.

jumping around, swinging her atms. Her strength

One night after supper, Mr. Ogle spent two hours

must have been healed too, because Bell knocked

listening to Mama read and watching her solve sixth-

Mama backwards, straight into the quiet pool of

grade math problems.

cold spring water.
Mama started crying when she saw

Besides being able to read and do arithmetic when she was four years old, Mama's gift

Grandma, afraid that Grandma was going to whip

didn't start causing a real stir until she was five. On

her for muddying the spring. "It ain't the youngin's

day in September, Grandma sent Mama

fault,· Aunt carolina pointed out. "I told her to lay

a warm, fall

to the spring for water. After a while, Grandma

hands on Bell and pray for her eye. When she di ,

heard such a commotion coming from the direction

Bell slung both of her empty water buckets into the

of the spring that she went to find Mama.

air and started jumping and yelling, "I can see! I can

Aunt Carolina had just finished drawing

see!·

water when Mama arrived. "Look into the water,

With her apron, Grandma started drying

child, and tell me what you see,· she said.

Mama's hair. "Oh Lord, it's started,· she said. "I

"I don't see anything but a few crawdaddies

thought it would be years away.·

and a lizard,· Mama replied.

After that, everybody on Cloverlick heard
about Mama's gift. Aunt Carolina saw to that.

"Look again,· Aunt carolina prodded.
FinallY, Mama said, "I see a woman crying out

About a week after Bell Bush's eye was
healed, Mama saw a death-star fall over Preacher

of one eye."
"Well, I'll swan,· was all Aunt Carolina could

McClanahan's house. It was a clear night in early

say.

October, before the first frost came. Aunt Carolina

water buckets to the spring. Some people thought

saw Mama staring out the window and wanted to
know what was happening. "I saw a death-star fall,

Bell was crazy. She kept one side of her face cov-

and now I see a funeral coach in front of the house,·

ered with a head-scarf, even in the summer time.

Mama prophesied. Nancy Mcclanahan, Preacher

Aunt Carolina told Bell about Mama's vision, and Bell

John's wife, died the next day.

About that time Bell Bush came carrying her

said, "Girl, I know you can heal me! I've been

From then on, Mama used her gift.

watching you, for I knew it was getting close to the

Grownups stopped laughing, and kids quit singing

time when the gift would start working:

songs about Mama. Most people were afraid of her.

Aunt Carolina took charge of the matter.

She could foretell everything including the weather

"Unwrop your head, Bell,· Aunt carolina said, "and

and the future. Lovers consulted Mama to see if the

bend over so the child can reach you.·

signs were right to get married, and men came to

Mama wasn't afraid to look into Bell's bad

ask how long work in the coal mines would hold

eye. It was red and sunk back in her head. Bell had

out. Mama liked to help people, but she took pride

been blind on her left side for three years. A piece

in prophesying about babies and family matters.

of wood flew up and hit her in the eye while she

Mama laughed out loud the first time she

was chopping kindlin' to lay a fire. "Put your hands

looked at Dorene's baby. "That baby is the spitting-

on Bell's head and pray the prayer of faith so Bell

image of Curley Sizemore,· she said. Dorene and

can get her sight back,· Aunt Carolina instructed.

Curley finally confessed their affair to Dorene's

Mama loved Aunt Carolina, so she obeyed.

husband, but all three of them openly hated Mama

By the time Grandma got to the scene,

for years.

Mama was soaking wet, trying to crawl out of the

I asked Papa why he married Mama when

spring. When Mama laid her hands on Bell's eye and

most people were afraid of her. "Well, son,· he
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said, "your mama knows a year in advance if a spring

tell you about when we first met, did he? Well,

planting is worth the sweat. And to beat it all, she

since you already know his side of the story, it won't

knows when people are telling the truth or trying to

hurt to know mine.· And she began to tell me

pass a lie. I figured that kind of gift would come in

about meeting Papa when they were both seven-

handy in a woman. Besides, nobody can cook or

teen.

argue or make love like Mama. Look at her, son.

"There was a candy party at the school

Have you ever seen a prettier woman? Why that's

house near the Old Regular Baptist Church. Your

reason enough. And son, don't tell your mama we

papa talked some of the young people into playing

talked about this. She thinks that you are too young

spin-the-bottle. Every time he had a tum, the bottle

to know about our courting days.·

pointed to me, and some of the girls got jealous.

I didn't tell Mama. I didn't have to. We were

There was a lot of politics going on that night. After

stringing beans on the front porch that evening

we saw each other for six weeks, both of us wanted

when Mama stopped and said, "Your papa didn't

to get married. I knew what your papa looked like

Brian Fletcher, Wor1d Aids Day Image
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before I met him, and I knew what you looked like

two men's jackets. A falling tree had hit Papa about

before I saw you. I saw your papa's dark, curly hair

8:00 that morning, breaking his leg. Out of stub-

in a dream a year before we met. I knew that he

bornness, Papa wouldn't let anyone go for the

lived on the other side of Double Knob, and I knew

doctor until 9:30.
The house was crowded almost every

that he was over six foot tall and feisty. After the
candy party, I just had to wait for your papa to ask

morning during the first week of Papa's recovery. At

me."

last, he tired of people using Mama. According to
Mama, Papa was just jealous. "Leave tomorrow

When she told neighbors where to find a
lost cow or where to dig a new well, Papa took

alone,· he told her, "at least for a while. If you have

pride in Mama's gift. But when half of Cloverlick

to tell what you see when you look into people's

Creek came to Mama to find out who was stealing

lives, write it down somewhere-write it in a day-

everything that wasn't nailed down, Papa didn't like

book, like the ones you fix to keep our prophesies

the gift. Mama called out three names, and all three

in. Now there's a place where you can put your

men were kin to us.

secrets.·
Mama honored Papa's request, and she kept

"Why did you have to call those men
thieves?· Papa asked. "Couldn't you let the law

her treasured daybooks neatly bound in shoeboxes

find out some other way?"

on the top shelf of the kitchen pantry. "If that's the
way you feel,· she said, "nobody will ever hear

"No," Mama protested. "I've known who it

another word from me.·

was for a month. Besides, they were planning on
raiding your tool shed tomorrow night.·

I sneaked out of church service one Sunday
and ran home to read the daybooks before Mama

The next week, Mama told Papa to stay
home from work in the timber woods. "They'll be

and Papa returned. I opened the first box and took

carrying you back before noon, if you go,· she told

out a bundle of daybooks. But before I could read

him. Theywere still fussing about Mama calling our

one word, there stood Mama in the doorway of the

cousins thieves, even though the sheriff found most

kitchen.
I worried about what Mama had foretold

of the stolen tools and animals where Mama said
they would be.

about me in the daybooks. I cried and whined until
I thought she was ready to give in. But instead of

"I'm going to work," Papa growled. "You
can't be right all of the time.·

letting me read about my future, Mama spent the
rest of the day alone and said we could talk about it

About ten o'clock that morning, Mama was
hanging out clothes when she called for me.

later. I played hard the rest of the day, and I didn't

"Saddle your pony and ride to Cumberland to bring

come home until twilight.
While I was playing in the creek, Mama

Doc Fields. They'll be bringing Papa home soon.·

burned all of her daybooks in the kitchen stove.

I started running to the barn, but Mama said,
"Don't race your pony to death. Just tell Doc Fields

One week later, Mama died and the gift died with

to be here by noon.·

her. She didn't suffer, and she didn't complain.

i rode three miles to Cumberland, but Doc

Mama just drifted off like she was asleep. Once

Fields was out of his office on an emergency call.

again Mama was behind the veil. She always

Nobody knew where he was, so I rode back home

wanted me to have the gift, but Papa said that I

to ask Mama where to find him. I reached home

couldn't discern my right hand from my left. I guess

just in time to see Doc Fields and Papa coming into

he was right.

the yard. Doc Fields was pulling Papa on a

All of the daybooks were gone. Or so we

stretcher made out of poplar poles slid through

thought. But Papa found one daybook, laced with a
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red ribbon, on a shelf in the pantry. My name was

opened the daybook, and the inside was blank,

written in Mama's fancy script on the cover.

except for page one. It read, 'Volume Seven."

After all of the trouble I'd gone to, I couldn't
feel right about meddling in Mama's book, now that

Thomas McKnight

she was gone. So, I asked Papa to read it. He
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relationship with Odysseus, in that Bloom makes a
conscious decision to embrace life while Odysseus

THIRD

PLACE

non-fiction

praises Achilles for his status in the underwor1d,
only to be told that any status among the living
would be preferable (Ellmann 49-50). Henry
Menton, who jealously snubs Bloom over a contest

Bloom's Descent:
Ttie 11 Hades11
Episode of Ulysses

in their past, corresponds to Ajax who, having been
rejected at the favor of Odysseus as Achilles' successor, also nurses a grudge. Parnell, represented
by his grave, parallels Agamemnon in their like
betrayal by their own countrymen. These Homeric
parallels function to illustrate the universality of

Striking out for the graveyard to attend the
funeral of Paddy Dignam at 11 :00 a.m., Leopold

myth, ancient and modem.
One of the major themes of the novel that

Bloom makes his archetypal descent in the "Hades"

figures particular1y in the "Hades" chapter is that of

episode of Ulysses. The funeral episode can be

Bloom's search for a son. He sees Stephen for the

analyzed as this archetypal descent in that the hero

first time here and acknowledges him as Simon's

departs to seek the "underworld,· eventually return-

"son and heir" (Joyce 73). Stephen being de-

ing "from this mysterious adventure with the power

scribed as a "son· is immediately followed by

to bestow boons on his fellow man· (Campbell

Bloom's thoughts on Rudy, suggesting Stephen's

30). The art of religion is appropriate: the funeral is

becoming the target of Bloom's search. Distinct

distinctly Catholic and there are several references

father and son roles are represented by Bloom and

to Bloom's Judaism. More significantly, religion is

Stephen, respectively, as can be seen by comparing

appropriate to Bloom's efforts in trying to come to

this episode with "Proteus.· Both of the characters

terms with the deaths of Rudy and his father and in

think of women but in very different ways. Stephen

facing the question of an afterlife. The technique of

sees women as incomprehensible creatures while

incubism, or interior monologue insisting on brood-

Bloom has a general interest in them and sees them

ing over, ties in with the art in that Bloom ponders

as human beings, "unmythed· (Ellmann 48). More

over his personal religion and the question of

specificallY, Stephen thinks of Queen Victoria and

mortality. The internal action contrasts with the

accepts the description of her as the "Old hag with

external nature of Odysseus' descent, which is to

yellow teeth" (36), whereas Bloom sympathizes

seek advice from Tiresias, and is important to the

with her widowhood and sees her as comparable

technique in that it "shows how the modem hero

to Mrs. Dignam (Ellmann 48). These contrasted

functions in interior psychological space· (Schwarz

thoughts on women reveal Bloom's relative wisdom

111 ). Various themes, motifs and symbols, and

and humanity, thus illustrating the respective roles of

Homeric parallels illustrate how Bloom's experience

Bloom and Stephen.

in the graveyard fits within the novel as his descent
in order to embrace life.
"Hades" is an episode that corresponds

Isolation and anti-Semitism are prominent
themes in the episode. Bloom's alienation is illustrated by the technique of incubism in which the

closely to The Odyssey, sometimes rather signifi-

"public and private rhythms are boldly juxtaposed"

cantly. The plot of the episode and its relationship

(Hayman 80). He is religiously singled out when the

to the novel is similar to Homer's in that its arche-

stereotype of" Jewish" moneylenders is brought up

typal descent is necessary before continuing the

derogatorily in his presence. He also says that

journey homeward. Bloom has another, inverse,

Dignam's quick death was "the best death" while

the others stare in disbelief, knowing that Dignam

motif that recurs throughout the novel and symbol-

did not receive Last Rites (79). Stephen is also seen

izes death through his brown waterproof, brown

alone, a fact which is emphasized by Simon's ironic

being the color of decay and paralysis. Speculation

reference to Buck Mulligan as his "fidus Achates·:

on the identity of the man is rampant, and John

the one who consoled Aeneas before his trip into

Lyons suggests he is James Duffy from "A Painful

the underworld (Gifford 105). Mulligan clearly does

Case,· who fully represents death-in-life and chronic

not function in this role for Stephen.

aloneness since the death of Mrs. Sinico, an argument supported on page 273 when Bloom says the

The question of mortality figures strongly as a
theme as suggested by the frequent occurrence of

man in the macintosh loves a dead woman (Lyons

words such as "death,· "dead,· and "grave,· and

135-6). The mysterious man's identity is never

Bloom even suggests this theme by seemingly

revealed, but his being a symbol of death-in-life,

inconsequent phrases like "Dead side of the street

which would fit Duffy, is important. Before Bloom

this· (79). Bloom's feeling on death as yielding new

leaves the cemetery he spies a burrowing gray rat,

life is made evident in phrases like "its the blood

yet another "emblem of mortality· (Schwarz 112).

sinking into the earth gives new life· (89) and shows

This significant theme of death has been called by

that he must come to terms with death in order to

Maddox "the most terrible opiate in all of Ulysses;

embrace life. Contrasted with Bloom's efforts to

the living are drugged by their allegiance to the

accept death while focusing on life are the sur-

dead. . . . The statues and graves are signs of that

rounding cemetery and the "bloodless shades· of

essential element of Dublin life: the enervating

Dubliners that are present (Tindall 160). Simon, for

allegiance to a past which is glorious but dead"

example, devalues life by saying that the reward for

(qtd. in Schwarz 112).

the life of the drowning Reuben J. was "one and

Similar to the theme of mortality is that of

eightpence too much· (78), and later when he says

empty ritual and a focus on the past. The funeral

he is ready to be laid alongside his dead wife even

itself is an empty ritual, shown by its hastiness and

though he is not sure of a heaven. Bloom's healthy

Bloom's describing the ceremony as the "pomp of

acceptance of death as part of life, contrasted with

death· (83), or a pompous display with little mean-

Simon's views, is epitomized by his hilarious idea of

ing. Bloom points to the empty ritual theme again in

the gramophone of the dead, to be played on

his comments on its language, saying that the Latin

special occasions, and imagined in realistic absur-

"makes them feel more important" (85), while it is

dity as "Kraahraark! Hellohellohello amawfullyglad ..

understood that the use of the ancient language has

.• (93). This idea shows Bloom's ability to mock a

little other significance. The parallel theme of a

focus on death like that of Simon.

focus on the past is most clearly symbolized by the

Several symbols and motifs also point to the

numerous statues, ·seen on the way to the cemetery,

theme of the question of mortality and Ireland's

and Power's mention of the rumor of Parnell's return,

focus on death. The coffin is a symbol for this

which is another focus on past greatness only. The

theme, pointed out when Bloom says, "The

theme of empty ritual is finally capped off with

lrishman·s house is his coffin· (90). The coffinband

Bloom's thoughts on the Sacred Heart, figuratively

is an inverse parallel to Stephen's mention in "Pro-

worn on the sleeve, the hypocrisy of which is

teus· of the navel tying all life to Eden and human

another type of empty ritual or action for the sake of

origins, but Bloom suggests that the coffinband ties

form.

all Irish together in a perverse version of the

A pervading theme of the novel is its con-

navel cord motif. The man in the macintosh is a

trasting theories of history. For example, the linear,
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Blazes Boylan will be at his house with Molly. However, he has made his archetypal descent and
confronted his subconscious, making the effort to
accept death in order to embrace life, thus taking
the part of the modem hero. Ellmann points this out
saying he "is strengthened in convictions about
death and life, determined to go on": saying "Well, I
am here now· (Ellmann 52). Ellmann adds that
"now" means to be a twentieth-century international
man (52), which, in order to become, Bloom must
go forth and embrace life, and bestow this "boon"
upon Stephen, Molly, and the world.
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Body Beautiful
WANTED ...
BEAUTIFUL
HEALTHY TAN
women with skin cancer from tanning beds
need not apply

BODY

WANTED ...
BODY

BEAUTIFUL
PEARL DROPS SMILE
women with morning breath
need not apply

WANTED ...
BEAUTIFUL

BODY

36-24-36
women with stretch marks from pregnancy
need not apply

WANTED . .
BODY

BEAUTIFUL
COMMITMENT TO AEROBICS, DIETING
women who eat chocolate during p.m.s.
need not apply

BENEFITS ...
UNLIMITED POPULARITY
JEANS THAT ALWAYS FIT

APPLY WITHIN ...

WANTED ...
BEAUTIFUL

BODY

realwome
need notapp
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